sweetstream

if not you shine

If Not You Shine

worldly trouble under me

Time speaks for being

If not you shine
If not you shine

when I’m sitting waiting here
light do capture eyes

Baby Blue
Baby Blue

closing eyes but truly there
senses so pure
wake up shining
cream time smiling

Original future brotherhood
Breaking mirror just there
To walk to step
When you get busy, get busy

If not you shine
If not you shine
If not you shine
pictures capturing your eyes
if you truly feel
if you truly feel
step into so many things
worldly trouble left behind
on a rainbow cloud
of happiness
of happiness
Baby Blue
Baby Blue
Baby Blue
If not you shine
If not you shine
If not you shine
pictures capturing your eyes
if you truly feel
if you truly feel
step into so many things
worldly trouble left behind
on a rainbow cloud
wake up shining
cream time smiling
still awaking
when I’m sitting waiting here
worldly trouble under me
when I’m sitting waiting here
lights do capture eyes
closing eyes but truly there
senses so pure
to eternally be
wake up shining
cream time smiling
still awaking
when I’m sitting waiting here

still awaking
when I’m sitting waiting here
when I’m sitting waiting here

Until then be aware
What you are to see
Games of question
Falling into burning stars

One Thousand Times

Here to free purity
To love and fear, truth to be
In cosmo multi mix universal
Brotherhood to love

Rainbow over London Sky
Pink and blue, white and green
Why not be here
If you ever smile

When you’re walking along
When you’re waiting here
Mind captured fascinated
Strongly recommended

Street faces looking
We are smiling
Walls still standing there
Building bridges out of stone

In a land far away
Old stories long
Sweet sunshine
Where have you gone

Breaking mirror
Is just what’s there
To walkthrough
When you get busy, get busy

Miles of centuries
No more galaxies
Here we go do you know
When you get busy, get busy

In my spine, I feel liquid like wine
Simple life to share
How you wonder
Abstract spheres

With the wind
Into galaxies
Long roads of life passing by
Eternal cycle lasts

What’s your fear
Crowded tunnels
Pumping rushing
Speeding in slow motion

Pictures of the world in my eyes
Hungry eyes
State of reality
Open skies of purple eyes

When you’re walking along
When you’re waiting here
Mind captured fascinated
Strongly recommended

When you’re walking along
When you’re waiting here
Mind captured fascinated
Strongly recommended

Stepout into nothing
To know nothing
Probability liability
To feel present to last
Streetstyle freestyle
Knowing mutually
Seeing is what’s being

Stay Alive (Jigsaw)
Stay alive
To try so hard
Captured by own inspiration
Any day on earth
Loving souls flying freely

Loving souls flying freely
Anything to say
Anything to say
Hello sweet sunshine
Everything to feel
Everything to fear
Creation blowing mind away
Novelty breathing
Everything
On the day of spiritual freedom
Which world will feel
Real fantasy
What to say no more
All just there
I think you’re dreaming
Just up there
When you are waiting for me
Vibes touching crystal mirror
Head in the future
Reality moves
Clear eyes thought
Triple rainbow mood
Clashing with red stars
No more lies in my face
Truly spoken truth of word
I think you are dreaming
Just up there
Reality opening up
Into bright light shining
Ideal living
Just be close to the edge
Fast lane here
Fast lane here
Hello where are you gone
Flying on velvet galaxies
On a Sunday morning
Real fantasy
Which world will feel
Day of spiritual freedom
What to say no more
To try so hard to stay alive
Any day on earth
Loving souls
Flying freely
Loving souls
Flying freely
Anything to say
Anything to say
On the day of spiritual freedom
What to say no more
I think you are dreaming
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